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About SmartSilk™
"The SmartSilk™ All Natural Bedding Collection provides all season comfort
and the luxury of sleeping in breathable silk fill along with a soft cotton finish,
offering a more comfortable night’s sleep. The SmartSilk™ Luxury Bedding
Collection is created and produced in-house and was developed and
designed in Canada."

How The SmartSilk™ Story Began
"After more than 50 years of comfortable sleep, Yair (founder) all of a sudden
found himself waking up most mornings congested, wheezing, coughing and
often with watery eyes. Yair was diagnosed with an allergy related to dust
mites. After speaking with a long time friend, Harry (founder), he discovered
that he also had developed the same condition. After researching allergy
related solutions, they had learnt that with the proper bedding much of their
discomfort could be improved without the use of any medication.
Unfortunately, there was not much variety regarding allergy bedding. Most of
the options either consisted of synthetics or chemically treated products that
were either too stiff, too heavy or felt like you were sleeping on plastic.
Having a combination of 50+ years in the textile industry, they had committed
themselves to developing a chemical free, all natural and luxurious bedding
collection that would provide a comfortable, clean and uninterrupted night’s
sleep.
With these objectives at the center, they had set out on their mission. After
thorough product development, focus group trials and extensive laboratory
testing, The SmartSilk™ Bedding Collection was developed." ~SmartSilk
Website

Now, on to my review....
Today I am very excited to share with you a great product that I know you are
going to LOVE - SmartSilk Pillows! I was sent two Standard size pillows from
SmartSilk and my experience with these pillows has been wonderful! I can't
express enough how much I love these pillows. They are extremely
comfortable and I have found that I sleep better and wake up less congested
while using the SmartSilk Pillow compared to my "old" pillow. I don't rest well
on pillows that are too big or too flat, so finding the right pillow can sometimes
be difficult. But, right from the beginning, this pillow has been perfect for me! I
prefer a pillow with support that allows my spine to retain its proper alignment
and the SmartSilk Pillow does this perfectly for me! My husband prefers a
somewhat thicker pillow than I do and he loves this pillow as well. Although,
he does sleep with his SmartSilk pillow on top of another flatter pillow to give it
a little more lift.
In addition to the amazing comfort of these pillows, is the SmartSilk™ Shield
Advantage, a proven barrier against allergens, dust mites and pet dander.
They are certified asthma & allergy friendly which is perfect for those who
suffer from allergies or asthma.
My husband loves the Smart Temperature Advantage feature of these pillows.
He tends to get hot at night and would wake up several times a night to flip his
old pillow over trying to find a cooler side to sleep on. He doesn't have this
problem with the SmartSilk Pillow and is now resting much better at night.
SmartSilk is generously offering two Standard size pillows to one lucky
Sampletrain winner! Contest is open to residents of both Canada and the US.

